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Studio Secrets

Foreword by the editors

When the Kunstschrift periodical was awarded the Prince Bernhard Cultural Foundation Humanities Prize, the editors decided to devote the prize money to producing a book. The book had to answer a question that has intrigued us all, yet is seldom answered satisfactorily in the traditional historiography of art: how are works of art actually made? The answer lies in the material and equipment needed to make a painting, a sculpture or an etching, the procedures and processes involved, the ways in which this knowledge is passed on to later generations, and how this process is depicted and elevated to an art form. This is a book in which the authors have been given the leeway to explore the theme more broadly and more thoroughly than is possible in a bimonthly journal. It is intended to offer readers insight into the secrets of artists’ studios of the Netherlands between 1200 and 2000.

Since such a volume did not yet exist, the outcome is a bundling of expertise that fills a lacuna, unveiling studio secrets from the Middle Ages through to the present day before the eyes of the reader. The book is a fitting celebration of the 50th anniversary of the institution to which Kunstschrift owes its existence: civic art. Whoever reads it from cover to cover will see how the disclosure of studio secrets was a gradual process, though with the occasional radical shift.

In the introductory essay, Mariëtte Haveman explores the mythologisation of the artist’s studio as a topos in literature and in the historiography of art. Why in fact are ateliers such secretive places? This is followed by a guided tour through the studios of practitioners of the most important genres in the fine arts. Guided by three specialists unrivalled in their respective fields, the reader can become acquainted with the painter’s studio (with Ernst van de Wetering), the workshops of the sculptor (with Frits Scholten) and the printmaker (with Ger Luijten).
The studio secrets are then unravelled chronologically. Taken together, the essays in this section provide insight, kaleidoscopic as well as telescopic, into studio practices: we gain a relatively wide-ranging perspective on the distant past, which sometimes carries us beyond the borders of the Low Countries. As the essays approach the present day, the authors’ contributions become more specific and complete, zooming in on the studios of individual artists.

Inversely proportional to this narrowing of the historical aperture is the broadening scope of the real-life material evidence: while from the Middle Ages there is at best a small seashell with traces of paint extant, many studios from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries are intact down to the very last prop. Astrid Kwakernaak’s contribution provides a description of traditional studio attributes, while Claudine Chavannes-Mazel and Robert Scheller investigate the design and painting practice of the late Middle Ages in their respective essays. Proceeding from the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century tradition of self-portraits at the easel, Ann-Sophie Lehmann endeavours to reconstruct the process of painting. Paul van den Akker describes the function of drawing in the atelier and the training of the apprentice in the studio. Eddy de Jongh examines the immaterial toolbox, in other words how artists arrive at their choice of subject. Arjan de Koomen revisits and reinterprets the genre of ‘the studio visit’ in the seventeenth century, and Jeroen Stumpel describes the most essential prerequisite for a properly functioning atelier: optical instruments.

Eveline Koolhaas-Grosfeld steps into the eighteenth century, when studio secrets were first made publicly accessible and at the same time became officially protected. The discovery of the studio as a fashion statement in the nineteenth century and its adoption as a desirable domestic style by the middle classes with artistic aspirations is investigated by Ileen Montijn. Hildelien Balk turns her attention to an unusual phenomenon, namely the role of reproductions in nineteenth- and twentieth-century studios. Evert van Uitert scrutinises Vincent van Gogh’s studio, and in the closing chapter Carel Blotkamp surveys several contemporary painters’ studios and looks back over recent developments.
The charm of this structure is that the reader can equally well ignore it, opening the book at random to dive into a studio from an era or genre of choice.
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